
PYRAMID FIBONACCI

GEOTRANSMITTERS are not only receivers and senders, but also 
connectors, because they are based on sacred geometry and there-
fore the foundation of creation. 

The geometric pyramid    
It corresponds to the octahedron of the platonic bodies, in which 
2 equilateral square-pyramids are connected at the base (see 
diagram on the back). Thus, it receives and transfers its brisk and 
conserving energy.

The Fibonacci Sequence
It corresponds to the infinite sequence of natural numbers, which 
starts with twice the number 1, then the sum of two consecutive 
numbers always equal the immediate following number: 0, (hier 
steht ja grade es fängt mit zweimal der 1 an und dann ist da eine 
Null) 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, … 
The numbers contained therein are called Fibonacci numbers. This 
sequence is called after Leonardo Fibonacci, who used it in 1202 
to describe the population growth of rabbits. However, this se-
quence was already known in ancient times to the Greeks and In-
dians. Further research revealed, that the Fibonacci sequence can 
be used to describe numerous growth processes of plants as well. 
The Fibonacci sequence can be directly associated with the golden 
cut (see diagram on the back). The bigger the number of the 
sequence gets, the closer it gets to the golden cut (1,618033…) 
as a consequence of the division with the foregone number (e.g. 
13:8=1,6250; 21:13=1,6154; 34:21=1,6190; 55:34=1,6176; etc.).

Measurements
- The sizes are: basis 34, side 34, height 24 cm
- Diameter of the sticks 5 mm 
(5 and 34 are also numbers of the Fibonacci sequence and are 
based on the spiral of the golden cut).

Prices
- Pyramid brazen     Euro 135.- CHF 149.-
- Pyramid silvered      Euro 264.- CHF 292.-
- Pyramid gilded     Euro 299.- CHF 333.-

Payment 
Invoice with payment slip or bank transfer. 

Delivery
Postal package plus postage or shipping charges, as well as 
possible customs.

Warranty
2 years on fabrication deficiencies without external influence. 

Remark
Changes in the technical data and prices are reserved. All infor-
mation given in this pamphlet are not verifiable by the current 
state of scientific knowledge. We indicate this for legal reasons. 

The model of the geometric pyramid creates harmony in the room and energizes food and drinks
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Research, production, and distribution of Geotransmitters for transferring vibration and energy.
The name Geotransmitter is based on sacred geometry and comes from the latin word ‘transmittere’ 

for receiving, transferring, and sending, as well as the English word for sender, converter, and transformer. 



Area of Application of the Pyramid

Some tested and verifiable examples:

Space
When the Pyramid is positioned in the center of a room, it gene-
rates a harmonic field of subtle vibration. 

Meditation and Prayers
Position the Pyramid in front of you while you meditate, or under 
the chair, or on your head. All spiritual and etheric connections 
are enhanced and stronger. (hier wird auf einmal mit YOU direkt 
angesprochen)

Water
It is common knowledge that the human body consists of 80-90% 
water. Clean water, as pure as possible, is a crucial factor for our 
health. Water is a substance, which can absorb the Pyramid energy 
very well to the extend, that it can change its quality. The taste of 
urban water improves after 24 hours under the Pyramid (for more 
information you can see Masaru Emoto, who conducted scientific 
research on water crystals). 

Body Care
When the skin is washed with Pyramid-water, it turns softer and 
healthier. Personal care products are enhanced and harmful sub-
stances reduced. Through moisturizing and rinsing with Pyramid-
water, hair is vitalized and shinier. Astonishingly, hair dandruff 
disappears after 4 applications (as research conducted by Norman 
Stark including 100 test persons has shown).

Eating and Drinking
All foods and drinks gain nutritive value and taste through ener-
gizing it. Even in sweet food and drinks, the taste is enhanced and 
acidity is reduced (e.g. gummi bears, fruit juice, or coffee).  Drying 
herbs under the Pyramid helps to preserve color, healing power, and 
impact. This Geo-Transmitter is also very suitable for drying fruits 
(takes 2-4 weeks).

Healing
This Pyramid enables much deeper sleep, reduces sleep and concen-
tration disorders, and promotes relaxation and soothing. When a 
headache occurs, it helps to place the Pyramid on the head. People 
who suffer from rheumatism and arthrosis can place the Pyramid 
under the bed, or the body parts are wrapped in aluminum foil after 
being energized under the Pyramid (ich glaube bei dem Satz ist auf 
deutsch was falsch). When suffering from stomach troubles, a glass 
of Pyramid water can also help well. 

Animals
Also animal food can be energized with the Pyramid. Trials with 
dogs showed, that in 27 out of 30 cases, the dogs preferred the 
treated food to the untreated one. It is also interesting, that animals 
often lie next to the Pyramid, or they choose a place under a han-
ging GeoTransmitter (also see the Star of Harmony). Added Pyramid 
water to the aquarium keeps the fish healthier. 

Plants
Seeds also take in the energy of the Pyramid and obtain higher 
yields. The yield is even better, when the water for germination is 
energized before. The life spam of cut flowers in Pyramid-water is 
distinctively longer, and indoor plants stay provably healthier. Exten-
sive research has shown growth differences of 35%. 

Sacred Geometry
Following vibration and frequency, space and dimension, light and 
color, tone and sound (finde diese differenzierung im englishen 
nicht), it needs a 5th counterpart to complete the material creation. 
Because for the manifestation of all there is, it needs sacred geome-
try, which carries the numbers of mathematics in it. Sacred geometry 
is also called the secret, hidden or hermetic geometry, as it shows 
what lies behind the physical existence of the universe. 

The 5 Platonic Bodies
Ultimately, there are only 5 geometric bodies within any physical 
existence, which underlie everything: the cube, tetrahedron, octahe-
dron, dodecahedron, and icosahedron. The platonic bodies together 
constitute all basic forms, on which the structure of sacred geometry 
and creation are built on. Because all forms in our material world 
and creation are composed of one of these forms or their com-
pounds. They are the basis of all manifestations, the atoms and crys-
tals, the elements as well as cell structures of every living organism.

Platonic bodies exhibit the following fundamental features:

- Equal edge 
length

- Which are con-
fined by equally 
sized areas

- Equal inner 
angles between 
the areas

- In a sphere,
 all corner-points 
touch the inside 
of the surface


